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THURSDAY MAY 5th Design - 206/208 Develop - 420 Business - Theatre Innovation - 224

8:30 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 11:00

11:15 - 12:15

12:15p-1:30p

1:30 - 2:30 Denise Spiessens Darcy Clarke Ross Simmonds David Canton and Matt Roberts

2:45 - 3:45 Greg Neeley Shachar Weis Steve Martell Chris O'Connor

4:00 - 5:00 Billy Gregory Pete Forde Chris Farias Heather Carson

6:00 - 8:00

8:00- LATE

FRIDAY MAY 6th Design - 206/208 Develop - 420 Business - Theatre Innovation - 224

10: 00 AM

10:05 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:30

11:30 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:15

12:15 - 1:30

1:30 - 2:30 Jessica Cobb Jeff Jewiss Kathleen MacAinsh James Wilkinson

2:45 - 3:45 Emily Wyss Damon Muma David Cicarelli Chantelle

4:00 - 5:15

Registration

Opening Remarks

Una Lee

Kim Alpert

Lunch Break Including Pitches from Campus Entrepreneurs

Work in Progress: Building a Creative Practice

Official Explode Party @ Hassan Building

Opening Remarks

CEO Panel Discussion: Charlie Conron - Life Design Analysis, David Strucke - CEO
Media Sonar Technologies Inc, Ryan O'Grady - Fotaflo.com

Ian Campbell - iConect

Justin Brunner @ Fanshawe

Caitlin McGregor - PlumHR

Lunch Break: Food Trucks and Covent Garden Market

Closing Keynote: Liam Thurston



UNA LEE   Keynote 
 
Time   Thursday, 9:45am - 11:00am 
Location    Theatre 
 
Are we designing a world we want to live in? 
Every day, designers are shaping the world we live in, and that’s a beautiful thing. Except when it’s                  
not. Increasingly, design is separating the haves from the have-nots and serving the interests of the                
few over the interests of the many. Community-centred designer Una Lee believes it’s time to               
redesign design itself and for us to work towards the world we actually want to live in. 
 
 

Bio Una Lee is a graphic designer and community organizer based in Toronto. Using interdisciplinary and participatory processes, she works                     
with communities to envision and build a more just and beautiful world. She believes that a designer's task is to imagine and give form to                         
better futures through collaborative and strategic problem-solving, and that this makes them instrumental to social movements. Una works                  
with communities and designers to organize creative contexts that are transformative at individual, relational and community levels. She has                   
helped women make their first videogames and activists design their first posters. Una's designs have been stuffed in neighbourhood                   
mailboxes, presented at the United Nations headquarters in Geneva, used to successfully exert political pressure on the Canadian House of                    
Commons, and remixed in local community organizing efforts across Canada and the US. 
 
 
 

KIM ALPERT   Keynote 
 
Time   Thursday, 11:15am - 12:15pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Why would you can’t? 
The thing that most often holds us back isn’t a temporary creative block, lack of opportunity or                 
lazy collaborators. We’ve seen the enemy, and it is us. Kim Alpert, award-winning creative and               
digital rabble-rouser, will explore and expose the ridiculousness of subjectively deciding your own             
limits. Through her own personal stories, from murderous on-set rampages and agoraphobia to             
personal losses, she’ll illustrate how a “why would you can’t” approach calls bullshit on seemingly               
intractable creative limitations. Outcomes can be shaped by your approach — take one that’s              
unafraid of deadlines and unapologetic about your needs. 

 
Bio Kim believes, first and foremost, in human-centric design and integrating technology with strategy in her time-based work. With a                     
background in fine art, music, and carpentry, Kim brings an attention to detail and diverse styles to both her video installation and advertising                       
work. Kim’s art primarily focuses on humanism, media and change. Kim holds a degree in Digital Art & Design from Full Sail University and was                         
inducted into their Hall of Fame in 2013. As a curator, Kim has produced events from intimate gallery exhibitions to large festivals. As a                        
creative professional, she’s worked for top advertising agencies for over a decade. She has developed expertise in building programmatic                   
creative executions merging aesthetics, psychology and technology. She currently sits as the Director of Creative Technology for DCI Artform. 



DENISE SPIESSENS   Design 
 
Time   Thursday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Studio 206/218 
 
Designing Products without Pixel Perfect Mockups 
Our first instinct as designers might be to start a new project by opening up Sketch (or Photoshop)                  
right away. But is a high fidelity mockup the best way to describe how a product is used? People                   
interact with products - they move through them, accomplishing tasks along the way. What is the                
best way to describe these workflows? I’ll talk to you about my process for designing products                
before (and IF) I design a pixel perfect mockup. I’ll also chat about why it's important to understand                  
that a product has a history and what kind of research to do, including how to create visual journey                   
maps and the benefits of using them. 

 
Bio Denise is a small town girl, living in a lonely world. Three years ago, she took a midnight train headed to Ottawa where she works as a                             
Product Designer at Shopify. Born and raised just south of London, she’s been a [insert web/graphic/ux/product] designer for the past 12                     
years. The only things she takes seriously are conference bios and Journey.  
 
 
 
 

DARCY CLARKE   Code 
 
Time   Thursday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Room 420 
 
The Future of CSS 
What do SASS, LESS & Stylus all have in common? They all mimic features we already have,                 
natively, in JavaScript. Variables, Functions, Inheritance, Modularity and a whole lot more are all              
solved problems. Let’s change how we think about approaching creating our styles and utilize the               
power of the most ubiquitous language already within our projects. You’ll learn just how easy and                
powerful it it is to write JavaScript to generates CSS. We’ll also dive into some reasons why                 
PostCSS and Inline styles are missing the mark in terms of “The Future of CSS.” 

 
Technologies and libraries we’ll touch on are: JSS, Gulp, Node.js, React, Radium, PostCSS, SASS,              
LESS, Stylus, ES6 

 
Bio Darcy is a Full-stack Developer, Designer, Speaker, Entrepreneur, Mentor & Advocate who has been focused on creating amazing User                     
Experiences, promoting web standards/best practices and developing useful tools for the design and development communities across the                 
Mobile, Tablet and Desktop landscapes. He's passionate about open source and loves being involved and engaged with the community.  
 
  



ROSS SIMMONDS   Business 
 
Time   Thursday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Hustling & Hacking Your Way to Success 
The session will highlight a variety of topics as they relate to entrepreneurship, business growth,               
personal development, and marketing. These topics will be covered through a mix of case studies,               
best practices, industry knowledge, and lessons Ross has gained over the years from running his               
own startups and freelance business. 
 

Bio Ross is passionate about technology, the future, good people, good coffee and storytelling. He writes about a wide range of topics that                        
interest him and teach people how to use content, social media and storytelling to achieve their business goals. As an entrepreneur, Ross often                       
writes about the highs and lows of entrepreneurship along with the lessons he has learned over the last few years. He is the founder of                         
Foundation (content consulting & creation), Hustle & Grind (subscription service for entrepreneurs) and Crate (content marketing software –                  
beta). Ross uses his website to share his thoughts on marketing, business, life and things that inspire him. Ross wrote Stand Out: The Content                        
Guide for Entrepreneurs and he shares exclusive content to more than 4,285 subscribers on his newsletter. 
 
 
 
 

DAVID CANTON & MATT ROBERTS 
Innovation 

 
Time   Thursday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Studio 224 
 
Legal & Financial Tips to Keep You Out of Trouble & Prepare You for Success 
This session will discuss  issues around IP, IP ownership, branding, open source, social media, and 
customer agreements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GREG NEELY   Design 
 
Time   Thursday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Studio 206/218 
 
Beyond the Screen. The Power of UI Thinking. 
Have you ever pushed on a door handle that was marked as “pull”?  
 
Gregory Neely, founding principal of Forge Media + Design, will reveal the crucial role that user                
interfaces play in our everyday lives. With sneak peeks at projects under development in              
Philadelphia, Toronto, and London Ontario, Greg will show the transformative power of UI-thinking             
and will make the business case for building environments that focus on the user experience. 

 
Bio A driven design thinker with a passion for seamless audiences experiences that are designed to inspire specific behaviours, Greg has                      
overseen the growth of Forge Media + Design into one of the most successful and highly regarded design agencies in Canada. His user-first                       
approach has been successfully applied to hundreds of projects across North America and beyond. By placing the user at the centre of every                       
project, Greg inspires his team to seek unconventional solutions that result in uniquely memorable environments where digital and physical                   
intersect. As a key contributor to RGD’s Accessible Design Handbook, Greg is a passionate advocate universally accessible and sustainable                   
experiences. A recognized thought leader in his field, Greg has presented his compelling vision for the future of design at a number of notable                        
industry conferences including SEGD, IIDEX and ASCC. "AS DESIGNERS WE HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO CHALLENGE NORMS, EXPLORE                 
POSSIBILITY AND HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE.” 
 
 
 
 
 

SHACHAR WEIS   Code 
 
Time   Thursday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Room 420 
 
Three.js for Fun & Profit 
This session is all about Three.js, a JavaScript software library. Join in on this conversation with                
Shachar, as he will be showing how he uses this software to create 3D content in the browser. 
 
 
 

Bio Shachar "Vice" Weis is a maker, tinkerer and software developer freelancer based in London, Ontario. Vice has over 20 years of                       
programming experience and has worked with start-up companies, big corporations and everything in between. Vice has experience with                  
cameras, computer vision systems, 3D / 2D graphics and developed several gesture-based interactive systems that were deployed at the                   
Beijing Olympics and dozens of other venues around the world. Vice is also handsome, incredibly modest and kind to small animals. 
 
  



STEVE MARTELL   Business 
 
Time   Thursday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Innovating Beyond Our Borders 
Finding killer examples of innovation is an easy task. Finding relevant examples for scale for our                
corner of the world – that’s another story. Drawing from personal stories, Steve Martell walks               
through the tools needed to sell the craziest of ideas and three key strategies to make innovation                 
possible. 
 

Bio Digital strategist and technologist. Speaker and guitarist. Living on the coast. Working with the best creative minds at Current and among                       
our partner agencies and brands. 
 
 
 
 

CHRIS O’CONNOR   Innovation 
 
Time   Thursday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Studio 224 
 
The Paradoxical Secret to Planning a Successful & Fulfilling Career 
The career ladder is broken. In today’s world, IT professionals need to be ready to progress laterally                 
and diagonally—not just up. Chris will outline three key behaviours that you can adopt to prepare to                 
be more valuable, more successful and pivot-ready in your career. 
 
 

Bio Chris spends most of his time leading an amazing team of Business Analysts at Info-Tech Research Group. His team oversees project                       
management, requirements gathering, and documentation of processes and standards for all product development and web work within the                  
organization. Chris has been with Info-Tech since 2010. He previously served as a Senior Strategy Analyst & Product Owner working with the                      
Executive Chairman to develop new products and services, and as a Senior Research Analyst giving advice to IT Leaders. Prior to joining                      
Info-Tech, Chris completed his PhD in Cognitive Psychology from Western University, specializing in Memory and Neural Network Simulation. 
 
  



BILLY GREGORY   Design 
 
Time   Thursday, 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
Location    Studio 206/218 
 
Becoming the Villain: From A11y to Enemy 
“You either die a hero or you live long enough to see yourself become the villain.” Accessibility                 
Professional, Billy Gregory, wants to teach you everything you need to know about accessibility so               
you never have to see him again. Billy will look at common accessibility issues across three basic                 
principles: Design, Build, Test. Using real world examples he’ll show how to fix these issues and                
incorporate accessibility into your existing processes. Designers, developers, and testers will all            
learn from Billy’s years of experience in auditing and remediating accessibility issues. See             
first-hand what years of looking at issues does to a once-happy and optimistic FED. Let him show                 
you how you can fix your code, improve your processes, and most importantly… Take. His. Job. 

 
Bio Billy Gregory works in accessibility. He audits code for a living. Developers hate him because he gets hired to make their lives difficult.                         
But it wasn’t always like that. Billy started out as a front-end developer until his love for clean, semantic HTML drew him to accessibility. He                         
was happy at first, but then realized he was seeing the same issues pop up over and over again, in every website, design, or application he                          
audited. Now, after years as a full-time accessibility consultant, he’s throwing down a simple challenge: Take his job. 
 
 
 
 

PETE FORDE   Code 
 
Time   Thursday, 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
Location    Room 420 
 
Getting Into VR, Literally: 
How itsme Created a Magic Photo Booth That Captures Emotion 
Two years ago, Pete and his friends set out to create a 3D printed figurine of a family dog. They                    
accidentally solved an entirely different problem: if you look in a mirror in Virtual Reality, shouldn't                
you see your own face looking back? We consider what becomes possible when you have realistic                
3D avatars of the people you love most — long after they're gone. 

 
Bio Pete is the CEO and Co-Founder of itsme, a VR startup that can turn people into animated 3D avatars: a fully rigged, textured model with                           
no human intervention in under a minute, for free. Previously he was the Founding Partner at Unspace Interactive, the first Ruby on Rails                       
development agency in the world. He is an avid photographer, retired rock drummer and can give excellent recommendations for Portland,                    
Oregon. 
 
  



CHRIS FARIAS   Business 
 
Time   Thursday, 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
A Series of Atrocious People 
On his journey to entrepreneurship, Chris encountered three work environments and three very             
different bosses. Unlike Goldilocks and her chairs, none of them seem to fit his style. In this very                  
candid (and hopefully humorous) therapy session, Chris will take you on the roller coaster ride of                
partnership, entrepreneurship and agency showmanship. Sit back, keep your arms and legs inside             
the cart at all times, and try to not upchuck on the person sitting next to you. 

 
Bio Chris is a dreamer of dreams and a builder of brands. A Creative Director, designer, illustrator, national columnist, international speaker                      
and award-winning entrepreneur who's not afraid to wear pink pants after Labour Day.That being said, he is his own brand. His own superhero.                       
And even his own super villain. He’s over the top and everywhere in between. Some might call him a little vain, but seeing as he probably thinks                           
this talk is about him, he’d be ok with that. To quote one of his idols, RuPaul: “If you don't love yourself, how in the hell you gonna love                             
somebody else?” Can he get an Amen? 
 
 
 
 

HEATHER CARSON   Innovation 
 
Time   Thursday, 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
Location    Studio 224 
 
Rethinking the Risk of Entrepreneurship 
 
 
 
 
 

Bio Heather thrives at the intersection of entrepreneurship and entertainment/media. Today, she is the CEO and Co-Founder of Repable,                    
attention analytics for the competitive gaming industry. Prior to Repable, she was the Co-Founder and President of Onboardly Media (PR for                     
Startups), where she managed a team of talented marketers and publicists representing a wide portfolio of North America & Europe’s most                     
exciting startup companies in technology and lifestyle. She’s helped secure coverage in publications like Inc, Entrepreneur, New York Times                   
Magazine, BetaKit, TechCrunch, PandoDaily, TechCocktail, and Mashable among other industry-specific trade publications. 
 
Heather has mentored or been invited to mentor thousands of startups through programs worldwide including: San Francisco’s 500 Startups,                   
NYC’s TechStars, Reykjavik's Startup Iceland, Founder Institute Toronto, Toronto’s HIGHLINE (formerly Extreme Startups), Montreal’s              
FounderFuel and Atlantic Canada’s Launch36. She also boasts an impressive stream of speaking credentials including the SXSW Technology                  
Summit, the International Startup Festival, the Heidelberg Innovation Forum (Heidelberg, Germany), South Dakota’s Innovation Expo among                
other leadership & entrepreneurship conferences. 



JESSICA COBB   Design 
 
Time   Friday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Studio 206/218 
 
Sculpting the Darkness 
Jessica Cobb, Founder of Mission Control Lab, is culturing innovation through community. The serial              
entrepreneur introduces her secret sauce for getting experienced and weirder inside the nebula of              
emerging technology and innovation. She will present her inside view over a spread of global               
collaborations, social experiments, STREAM initiatives and ongoing sources of inspiration. Her           
prolific background forges design, engineering and material into immersive experiences that bleed            

from the conceptual cutting table: Parametrics, New Media Pageantry, Agriculture, E- Fashion,            
Connected Environments and Medical 3D. 

 
Bio Jessica Cobb is a tech pioneer delivering to the world haute, emerging technologies. Her portfolio holsters connected devices, responsive                     
environments, e-fashion and medical 3D with new media. Her serial entrepreneur lifestyle is fueled by an appetite for bleeding edge                    
engineering, art and design. She carries the torch of the Maker Movement: creating cooperative and educational environments for innovation                   
research and design. She engages environments with a generative effect, culturing the appetite for innovative solutions and experiences. She                   
leads research, product development, branding, production, education and marketing initiatives of Mission Control Lab. Jessica has 10 years of                   
expertise in dynamics systems include social engagement, CAD CAM, material science, robotics, smart systems, bionics, 3D and 2D design,                   
guerilla tactics, and sustainability methods. Her fields include: User Experience Design, Interaction Design, Marketing and Branding, Mobile                 
applications, responsive environments, queries of custom, and field specific media. 
 
 

JEFF JEWISS  Code 
 
Time   Friday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Room 420 
 
Tooling for Design-Developer Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 

Bio Jeff Jewiss is a web developer who works to build performant web applications that delight those who use them. He strives to create the                          
best experiences possible for all types of users by applying pragmatism to my work. He has almost always worked as part of a team and                         
frequently focuses his energy on improving the tools and processes of those around him. Lately Jeff has been focusing his efforts on process                       
and tooling for CSS and integrating this work with the Ember.js framework. He recently wrote an integration add-on to use Postcss with Ember,                       
and presented a workshop on how to build a plug-in for Postcss. However, in the past he’s built applications, prototypes, internal tools,                      
themes and marketing sites with a wide variety of tools. He’s trying to write more and get back into photography, but both are easier said than                          
done. Instead he’s found myself spending more time with food. Jeff have also been learning to rock climb, otherwise, when he’s not busy                       
staring at a screen, you can probably find him dodging traffic on his fixie in Toronto. 



KATHLEEN MACAINSH   Business 
 
Time   Friday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Productivity Tips for Creative Minds 
If you’ve ever felt busy, overwhelmed, like you don’t have enough hours in the day and you’d like to                   
learn some tactics to become more productive, organized and in control of your time, then this talk                 
is for you. We’ll explore different strategies to clear your mind of mental clutter so that your brain                  
can do what it does best: be creative. This talk isn’t about checking things off your to-do lists                  
-effective productivity is about more than just that. We’re going to uncover how to get the right                 

things done and how to avoid time wasters like “busy work.” We’ll examine how to combat the                 
emotional response of procrastination, so we can face creative blocks head on. This talk is about                
taking leadership in your life so you can identify what you want out of it and then make it happen! 

 
Bio Kathleen MacAinsh is a multi-disciplined designer who’s been creating digital experiences professionally since 2006. She loves solving                   
problems and making life easier for people. Designing user experiences allows her to do this everyday alongside her teammates who are also                      
passionate about making the world more user friendly. She often asks, “is there an easier or faster way?” She believes asking this question in                        
all areas of life can help people become more productive and efficient with their time. Currently working in Digital Services as a UX Architect                        
at London Life, Kathleen practices human-centered design focusing on information architecture, interaction and UI design. She is an event                   
organizer and city co-founder of the monthly meetup group Ladies that UX London Ontario. Kathleen enjoys researching and practicing                   
methods for optimizing productivity, improving organization systems and living a balanced lifestyle. 
 
 
 
 

JAMES WILKINSON   Innovation 
 
Time   Friday, 1:30pm - 2:30pm 
Location    Studio 224 
 
Auditing Your Front-End for Performance & Scalability 
In this talk James will walk you through the importance of performance on the web, tools to audit                  
your front-end for performance, give you tips on how to fix it all, then bring it all back together for                    
how to keep it that way so you can always scale. 
 
 

Bio James Wilkinson is a Toronto based web professional. He is the Executive Director of Full Stack Toronto, a non-profit providing                      
intermediate and advanced education for web professionals, as well as a Team Lead at Loblaw Digital working on front-end scalability and                     
performance. James graduated from Fanshawe College in Multimedia Design and Production and went on to work for Canada's largest retailers                    
including Cineplex, Indigo, and Walmart. James is passionate about bringing together all aspects of the web from business, user experience,                    
and technology to deliver the best experience online and off. In his spare time, James enjoys board games with friends and traveling the world. 
 



EMILY WYSS   Design 
 
Time   Friday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Studio 206/218 
 
Style Guide Driven Development 
This session revolves around style-guide driven development. Join Emily as she discusses how you              
can create your front-end architecture and style guide in tandem, all to create a modular, scalable                
and efficient design system. 
 
 

Bio Furniture upcycler, interactive dev-signer, cat owner, DIYer and wanderluster. These are "Wyss' pieces" of her portfolio. 'Cause "Wyss"                    
rhymes with piece, get it? (She’s also a joker). Emily is a multimedia designer and front-end web developer who specializes in creating                      
cohesive and unified eye-catching interfaces and media. She has experience as a designer, developer and project manager in the media,                    
publishing, advertising, IT & HR Research and fitness industries. Her passion lies in creating highly intuitive and eye-catching websites and                    
applications. Her favourite methodology is modular design. Emily creates highly detailed and reusable assets for consistent and unified                  
applications. She loves crafting beautiful front-end code. She believes that really scaleable CSS (SCSS is her weapon of choice) is the                     
foundation for a strong brand identity. The front-end and the design cannot exist independently. Emily creates modular and reusable asset                    
libraries from the front-end. She’s a sucker for efficiency and has spent hours researching how to create the perfect front-end architecture. 
 
 
 
 

DAMON MUMA  Code 
 
Time   Friday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Room 420 
 
Coding for Humans 
This talk will show how developers can use design principles, psychology and empathy to make our                
code and our work better. UI and UX professionals design experiences for users; sometimes we               
forget that developers also design experiences every day — for other developers. We’ll explain the               
value in thinking about code through the lens of developer experience, and demonstrate some              
great ways to do it. With examples from modern front-end development tools like ES6 and React                
but ideas applicable to all of y’all. 

 
Bio Damon Muma is a Senior Front-End Developer in Digital Services at London Life, where he tries to write javascript and front ends good.                         
He’s passionate about community and art and serves on the LondonFuse board of directors. Feel free to cuss him out on twitter: @thedamon 
  



DAVID CICCARELLI   Business 
 
Time   Friday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Predictable Revenue 
David Ciccarelli, CEO and Co-Founder of Voices.com, the largest voice-over marketplace in the world              
and a London success story in its own right, will reveal the behind-the-scenes strategies of the tech                 
company's sales success. In this presentation, David will share what he's learned doing business              
development in Silicon Valley and New York, and how London's most progressive inside sales team               
generates more than $1 million per month. This is a must-attend session for anyone looking to                
improve their bottom line on an international scale. 

 
Bio David Ciccarelli is an entrepreneur at heart. For the last decade, David, with the help of his team, has grown Voices.com from the ground                          
up to become the leader in the industry. As Chief Executive Officer, David is responsible for setting the vision, executing the growth strategy,                       
creating a vibrant culture, and managing the company on a day-to-day basis. 
 
 
 

CHANTELLE DIACHINA   Innovation 
 
Time   Friday, 2:45pm - 3:45pm 
Location    Studio 224 
 
Burn Bright... Burn Fast... Burn Out. 
The tech space is rapidly shaping our society in many ways, yet there is one particular area having                  
nothing to do with code or design that could completely rearrange how we live and work: tech                 
company culture. Divergent models of how and when we work have already disrupted the status               
quo, but how much attention is being paid to the well being of the tech tribe? Stories of burnout,                   
volatile conflicts, and demeaning interactions are common. As much as the tech industry prides              
itself on being disruptive, has there been much deviance from the corporate or industrial treatment               
of employees? Join Chantelle as she explores the answers to these questions and offers a strong                
case for using tech company culture to improve the quality of work-life for society at large. 

 
Bio Chantelle has taken the typical Gen X “multi-career path”: a decade long career as an educator that included teaching underprivileged                      
students in Detroit, Michigan; studying with Indian Master yogis and acquiring her yoga teacher certification; and working as a client relations                     
manager for a locally-based digital agency. In 2013, she combined all of her favourite skills and passions and founded her own company, Prana                       
Yoga & Wellness -a social enterprise that provides workplace yoga and stress management strategies. Her company was recently named                   
Ambassador for InterAxon’s Muse brain sensory headband, and this September will be releasing a ‘yoga at home’ video to further support                     
corporate yoga clients. Chantelle has been invited as a speaker for O’Reilly Media’s Ignite Great Lakes and most recently, became a featured                      
publisher on the Australian-Bali based meditation app, Insight Timer. Later this year, Chantelle will appear as a personal development mentor                    
on the soon-to-be launched “Empty Cup Journey” app, based out of San Francisco. 
 



LIAM THURSTON   Keynote 
 
Time   Friday, 4:00pm - 5:00pm 
Location    Theatre 
 
Unhooked: How to Redesign Your Habits 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bio Bringing a decade of passionate experience focused on design and user experience, Liam champions our human-centred design team and                     
process at TWG as Creative Director. He works closely with our partners to define design strategy and creative direction on our projects; most                       
recently leading the design of TSN’s first longform experience Favela United and creative direction on products built with RBC, The Canadian                     
Film Centre, Wealthsimple, Metro News, The Globe and Mail, and many more. 
  
Cutting his teeth in illustration and branding, then paying dues executing massive mobile projects with clients like ABC News, Red Bull and                      
Bloomberg, Liam brings dependable thinking and design finesse to every project we work on. Knowing digital inside and out, Liam also                     
meditates on the digitally implicated human experience by laughing through talks at conferences like AndroidTO and NXNE Interactive. 
  
Still finding time for other creative outlets, Liam has crafted illustrations and signage for the CNE, Osheaga, and Joe Fresh this year. Leisurely                       
pursuits include popcorn, cats, and romantic walks through font libraries with his charming wife. 
 
 
 

 
  



CEO PANEL & BUSINESS PROFILES 
10:00am - 12:15pm 
 
CEO PANEL  
Time   10:00 am - 10:45am 
 

 
 

IAN CAMPBELL 
iConect 
 
Time   11:00am - 11:30am 
 
 
 
 

JUSTIN BRUNNER  
Fanshawe 
 
Time   11:30am - 11:45am 
 
 

 

CAITLIN MACGREGOR 
Plum HR 
Time   11:45am - 12:15pm 


